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INTRODUCING AGAPI 800
THE NEW LEVEL OF AWARD WINNING 750

The awarded Agapi 750 was the innovative boat that
created a new niche within boating. A safe and easy to
handle, trailerable family oriented boat combined with an
outstanding performance. It opened up new dimensions for
modern boaters in several markets and won ”Boat of The
Year- People’s choice” in Sweden 2013. After three seasons
it is time to take it to next new level. The new Agapi 800
is the result of product development based on a thorough
evaluation together with our design team and our users.
The praised hull designed by Håkan Södergren has gained
some length and the deck and cabin looks deceivingly much
the same in a first glance but the updates are numerous.
The new 800 is precisely as its predecessor a unique top
class performance, lightweight and fuel-efficient boat that
fits a modern boating lifestyle. It is also the proof of Agapi’s
core values to relentlessly continue to improve the boating
experience. Agapi boats combine the RIB concept (Rigid
Inflatable Boat) with a comfortable cabin, trailer-ability, intelligent Swedish design and high-tech materials, offering a
unique range of user benefits that no other boat can match.
And like every other previous and upcoming boat in the
Agapi family, the 800 is also very kind to the wallet when it
comes to maintenance costs.
Looking back over 2015, Peder Asplund, CEO of Agapi
says: ‘2015 has been a very exciting and rewarding year.
We began by starting up production with our new partner,
Delphia Yachts in Poland and continued by celebrating the
nomination of our Agapi 950 for “Best of Boats International
Awards 2015” which has been a confirmation to us that we
are on the right track. International press has highlighted the

benefits of our boats and concept to be totally in line with
the demands of modern boating. The new Agapi 800 is an
important milestone and the first boat developed together
with Delphia Yachts and Södergren Group. It’s simply a
great boat that needs to be experienced!” .
The Agapi 800 at a glance
The Agapi 800 is built with lightweight technology which offers low fuel consumption. The RIB technology and the hull
design gives the boat a nimble and sporty character as well
as an easier and safer drive in all conditions compared with
conventional boats. It’s available with single outboard engine up to 300HP with performance exceeding 50 knots. With
its 26 feet this RIB hybrid boat is fit to handle more open
seas and family leisure fun than you would normally expect
from a 26 footer. It is no problem to bring both friends and
family, the maximum load is 10 people, and even with them
all on board the 800 is amazingly easy and fun to handle.
A clear vision and intelligent Swedish design have created
a highly versatile performance boat with plenty of room to
socialize and enjoy. Space for up to 4+2 beds, a kitchen,
fridge and flush toilet (option) make the Agapi 800 very
comfortable.
The Agapi 800 can be trailered behind a family SUV such
as the BMW X1, Audi Q3 or similar. The trailer has been
especially developed for the boat so it’s surprisingly fast and
simple to load the 800 on the trailer and to launch it, which
opens up the chances to explore new and more waters!

Founded in 2006, Agapi Boating is a Swedish company with the vision of creating a completely new kind of boat life. Since the launch of our
first boat, we have been setting a new course in boating. In 2010 we were awarded ‘Rookie of the Year’, in 2013 our Agapi 750 was awarded
’Motor Boat of the Year - People’s choice’ and in 2015 our Agapi 950 was nominated ”Best of Boats International Award”. For us, boating is
about one thing - freedom. This is why we have taken out a new course for the design and manufacture of high-performance, fuel-efficient
family boats with an unbeatable mobility that we offer with new ownership and service solutions for a simple and fun boating life!
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